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Governance: no single, universal definition
• What governments do
• The management of society or the exercise of authority to
manage a country’ affairs and resources
• The whole of public and private interactions that are initiated
to solve societal problems and create societal opportunities
• Covers informal and formal mechanisms,
mechanisms social and economic
influences as well as official state actions
• Consists of the traditions and institutions by which authority
in a country is exercised

Governance is:
• Shaped by and reflected in the values,
i tit ti
institutions
and
d rules
l off society
i t as a whole
h l
• IIncreasingly
i l recognized
i d as the
h
touchstone of successful development
• Not just an ideal, but has practical implications for improving
quality of life
• O
Operationally
ti
ll defined
d fi d broadly
b dl b
by agreed
d principles
i i l and
d criteria
it i
and some common indicators Î

Mutually Reinforcing Governance Principles:
• Accountabilityy – responsibility
p
y of p
political actors to all
members of society for their actions and decisions;
• Effectiveness‐ production of desired results meeting
needs;
• Efficiencyy – maximal use of human,, financial and other
resources without unnecessary waste or delay;
• Equity/ fairness – equal opportunities for all members of
society to improve or maintain their well‐being, including
impartial application of rules;

Mutually Reinforcing Governance Principles:
Participation – involvement of citizens and
stakeholders in decision‐making, either directly or
through legitimate intermediaries representing
their interests;
TTransparency – clarity
l i and
d free
f
flow
fl off information
i f
i
enabling all members of society to access,
understand and monitor processes, institutions and
information.

Good Governance Characteristics:
– Adherence to the rule of law
– Transparency and low levels of corruption
– Stakeholder inputs in decision‐making
– Accountability
A
t bilit off allll officials
ffi i l (duty
(d t bearers)
b
)
– Low regulatory
g
y burden
– Political stability
•

Î

Characteristics of Poor Governance:
– Unjust or unenforced legal systems
– Social exclusion
– Unengaged
U
d civil
i il society
i t
– Opaque decision‐making
– Abuse of executive power
– Unaccountable bureaucracy
– Arbitrary policy making
– Inequitable
q
resource allocation
– Widespread corruption

Forest governance reflects overall governance
ÎPoor governance and inequity at
the root of poverty and unsustainable
forest use
ÎImproved governance necessary
for SFM, effective poverty reduction
and
d climate
li t change
h
mitigation
iti ti and
d
adaptation

Global and local trends drive g
governance
improvement
 Major issues affecting forests:
population growth, unsustainable
production and consumption systems,
and climate change.
change
 Advances in communication and
social networking facilitating
information, knowledge exchange
 New forms of social and political
expression
 Environmental awareness, new
market/financial instruments

Multi‐level Governance:
– Multi‐level
Multi level decision‐making
decision making and negotiation
– Decentralization and devolution: from top‐down forest
policy
l to participatory forest
f
management
– Social/community forestry, joint forest management
– Common patterns and trends in decentralization
• Se
Selective,
ect e, incomplete
co p ete decentralization
dece t a at o aand
d de
devolution
o ut o
• Uneven progress, some backsliding
• Devolution of burden, lack of equity in benefit sharing

To
op‐down period
d
Transsition period

Roles of different actors at
national, regional and local
levels

National/
Central
Actor
Regional
Actor
Local
Actor

Central
Actor
Regional
Actor

Notes:
‐‐‐‐: Processes of changes
__:: Changes

Participato
ory period

Local Actor

Full authority holder: Planning,
executing, monitoring and controlling

Representative of central interests

Executing

Full authority holder: Planning,
Planning
executing, monitoring and controlling

Representatives of central interests

Limited planning and executing

Central
Actor

Decentralized authority:
Regulator, facilitator, controlling,
technology assistance

Regional
Actor

Representative of district interests:
planning, executing, and monitoring

Local
Actor

Bigger roles in planning,
planning executing,
executing
and diverse products for sharing

Multi‐level governance in context

Hierarchy of societal contexts and
forces influencing community forest
transactions, Philippines

Source: Mark Poffenberger et al., Communities and Forest Stewardship, AFN, 2006

Process of Governance Reform:
– Tends to be episodic and lumpy
– Usually associated with changes in government and/or
paradigms
– Tends to be externally driven (UNFCCC
(UNFCCC, CBD)
CBD), usually by
promise of resources (eg REDD+, FLEG)
– Accompanies
A
i shifts
hift or rebalancing
b l i off power bases
b
– Implementation driven by demands from stakeholders
that can no longer be ignored

Global and local p
processes and discourse
shaping forest governance
 International Arrangement on Forests and Forest‐
related Conventions ((Paris Accord;; REDD+),
), SDGs
 Forest‐based social movements, local empowerment,
networking global alliance (environmental justice
networking,
justice,
rights)
 Dominance of paradigms of economic efficiency and
market mechanisms (payments for ecosystem services)
 Information/
I f
i / communication
i i technology
h l
facilitating
f ili i
networking, information dissemination, monitoring,
reporting,
ti verification
ifi ti

Governance and Sustainable fforest
management (SFM)
 SFM p
principles
p for maintenance and
enhancement of the economic, social and
environmental value of forests for present
and future generations
 Good ggovernance keyy to SFM and
cornerstone of good forest policy
 Recognizes need to engage different
stakeholders in ways that:
 sustain a variety of forest goods and
ecosystem services
 Equitably share benefits and burdens

Why measure Governance?

– Good governance fundamental to achieving sustained
d l
development
t outcomes
t
•
•
•
•

Efficiency of resource management
Increased contribution to economic growth
Enhanced environmental services
Equitable distribution of benefits

– Good stewardship depends on good governance
– Measuring and assessing governance provides
foundation for improvement
p

Monitoring and assessment of forest governance
Best done in a multi‐stakeholder process
p
Can open
p up
p dialogue
g and agreement
g
on ways
y forward
Must fairlyy recognize
g
and balance multiple,
p , competing
p
g
interests
Must be seen as integral part of the larger cycle of policy
makingg and implementation
p
Must be a continuous, learningg p
process leadingg to
adaptation and improvement

Governance of Forests Initiative

Source: http://www.wri.org/climate/governance‐of‐forests‐initiative

Trends & Initiatives to improve forest governance



Local forest management & decentralization slowly but increasingly
oriented towards securingg rights
g to forest resources,, sustainingg
livelihoods, capturing/sharing revenues from commercial activities.

Forest governance in (an
iinclusive)
l i ) green economy:
Greater focus on ecosystem
services of which REDD+/
carbon are examples, but other
non‐carbon services/benefits
also increasingly getting
attention.

Trends & Initiatives to improve forest
governance (cont.)





Forest governance within broader landscape management:
Broadened framing from forests to forest ecosystems within
landscapes;
Integration of forests in the SDGs: broader political scrutiny
scrutiny,
potential for forests to be integrated in wider gov. framework.

Examples of recent initiatives & efforts to promote
i
improved
d fforest governance




Harmonized framework for benchmarking,
g, Assessment & Monitoringg
Forest Governance (e.g. FAO/PROFOR framework)
Development of standards & safeguards (e.g. Forest Governance
Framework for REDD+, CCBA Standards, UNFCCC/FCPF/UN‐REDD
safeguard approaches)



Certification, VPAs and Legality Verification (in context of SFM)



Forest law compliance and governance, building on FLEG, FLEGT

Examples of recent initiatives & efforts to promote
improved
d forest
f
governance (cont)
(
)





Stronger foundation for tenure reform (UNDRIP, Rights and
Tenure Review, FAO Voluntary Guidelines on Tenure Reform,
RRI Tenure Facility)
New partnerships & professed commitment to action (NY
Declaration on Forests 2014; Paris Accord
Accord, INDCs)
Numerous local and landscape level attempts to work
collaboratively with communities (such as CIFOR’s Landscape
Mosaics Project; ICRAF/CIFOR’s AgFor Project; Adaptive
Collaborative Management).

Questions
• What, if any, forest governance reforms have
p
countries
been undertaken in yyour respective
during the past 10 years?
• What were the main objectives of the
reforms?
• What were the driving forces for reform?

Framework for Assessing and Monitoring
Forest Governance

Background
•

Discussions among
g organizations
g
working
g to
measure forest governance starting 2009;

•

Agreement to develop a common framework
for assessing and monitoring forest governance
through a process led by FAO and PROFOR;

•

Series of expert workshops, intersection with
the group that developed the REDD+ Guidance

Background - 2
•

Framework developed after review of existing
C&I initiatives, standards and governancerelated processes in forest and related sectors

•

Built on several governance frameworks
and indicator systems, including those of :
IIED, WRI; UNREDD/Chatham House;
PROFOR IIED;
PROFOR;
IIED ITTO;
ITTO CIFOR C&I;
C&I Montreal
M t l
Process; MCPFE; Access Initiative; Africa Peer
Review Mechanism; Global Witness,
Witness etc
etc.

Pillar 1: Policy,
Policy legal,
legal institutional and regulatory
frameworks
1.1 Forest‐related policies and laws
1.2 Legal framework to support and protect land
tenure, ownership and use rights
1.3 Concordance of broader development policies with
forest policies
1.4 Institutional frameworks
1.5 Financial incentives, economic instruments
and
benefit sharing

Pillar 2: Planning and decision‐making processes
2.1
2
1 St
Stakeholder
k h ld participation
ti i ti
2.2 Transparency
p
y and accountabilityy
2.3 Stakeholder capacity and action

Pillar 3: Implementation, enforcement and
compliance
3.1 Administration of forest resources
3 2 FForestt llaw enforcement
3.2
f
t
3.3 Administration of land tenure and property
p p y
rights
3 4 Cooperation and coordination
3.4
3.5 Measures to address corruption

Using the Framework
ÎThe Framework can be customized for different users
• can be used in whole or in part depending on the purpose
• can be simplified
p
byy focusingg onlyy certain p
pillars and
components and disregarding others
• if aspects of interest to the user are not adequately covered,
components or subcomponents may be added

Accountabilityy and Transparency
p
y in
Forest Governance

Accountability exists when:
The p
performance of tasks or functions byy an individual or bodyy is
subject to another’s oversight, direction or request that they provide
information or justification for their actions.
Concept of accountability involves two distinct stages:
Answerability – obligation of the government, its agencies and public
provide information about their decisions/actions
/
to the
officials to p
public and to institutions tasked with providing oversight.
Enforcement
f
– suggests that
h the
h public
bl or the
h institution responsible
bl
for accountability can sanction the offending party or remedy the
contravening behavior

Source: World Bank

Forms of accountability (types of accountability exercised and/or person or institution the
public official answers to)
Horizontal accountability – capacity of a network of relatively autonomous institutions tto
question and eventually punish improper ways of discharging the responsibilities of a given
official.
ÎChecks and balances; together 3 branches of government provide on‐going oversight;
requirement to report sideways
Tools: public hearings, committee investigations, giving voice and means through which
citizens can question government and seek parliamentary sanctioning where appropriate
Aided by secondary autonomous institutions of accountability: ombudsman offices, anti‐
corruption commissions, human rights commissions, supreme audit

Key Conditions Determining Outcomes of an Ombudsman’s Work
External Conditions
Rule of law

State of the Rule of Law
Stability of the country
country’ss
institutional framework
Politics

Dynamic
Conditions

Conflict history
Political Sensitivity
State behavior
Political culture and
ideology

Legal Standing

Strength of the
Ombudsman’ss Legal
Ombudsman
standing and functional
Authority
Style
Ombudsman’s Work Style,
Ethics Independence
Ethics,
and Integrity

Source: Diaw 2008

Internal Conditions

Structural
Conditions

Vertical accountability – means through which citizens
citizens, mass
media and civil society seek to enforce standards of good
performance on officials in the context of a hierarchical
relationship
Command
C
d responsibility;
ibilit Top‐down
T d
principal‐agent
i i l
relationship
Principal delegates to the agent and agent is accountable to
direct superiors in the chain of command.
Tool for sanctioning: Direct action against wrong‐doing

Social (society‐driven) accountability – relies on civic engagement, ordinary
citizens and civil society organizations participate directly or indirectly in exacting
accountability.
accountability
No hierarchical relation between actor and forum; no formal obligations to
render
d account.
Accountability mechanisms can be initiated by the state, citizens or both, but
often demand‐driven and bottom‐up.
Renderingg account basicallyy on a voluntaryy basis with no intervention on the p
part
of the principal.
Tools: Involve citizens in the oversight and control of government.
Citizen report cards, social audits, participatory budget analysis; citizen advisory
boards that fulfill public functions ( e.g. auditing government expenditures or
supervising procurement)

Questions
• In your organizations, what mechanisms and
promote accountability?
y
tools are used to p
• A
Are there
h
challenges
h ll
and
d constraints
i to the
h
effective functioning of these mechanisms?
• H
How are you using
i communications
i ti
and
d
technology to strengthen accountability?

Thank you

